A Japanese Case of Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia with DNAH5 Mutations
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Abstract:
A 33-year-old woman presented with a productive cough from childhood. She had suffered from repeated bacterial pneumonia. Her clinical and imaging findings revealed chronic sinusitis, bronchiectasis and situs inversus. We suspected primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) and performed a bronchial mucosal biopsy. The ciliary beat pattern according to high-speed video microscopy was complete loss. Electron microscopic findings of cilia showed defect of outer dynein arm (ODA). A genetic examination detected compound heterozygous mutations of DNAH5 that encode ODA components. There are few reports of genetic mutation analyses in Japanese PCD patients. We herein report a PCD patient with DNAH5 mutations and review the related literature.
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Introduction
Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is a genetically heterogeneous disorder of motile cilia caused by structural and functional defects of cilia. Most cases of PCD involve autosomal recessive inheritance. In recent years, the utility of genetic examinations has rapidly increased with the discovery of a number of novel cilia-related genes. Approximately 39 cilia-related genes have been identified, and mutations in DNAH5, which encodes the outer dynein arm (ODA) components, are the most common in Caucasians (1, 2). However, few reports have performed genetic mutation analyses in Japanese PCD cases (3, 4), and all that have been evaluated thus far have been children and teenagers.

We herein report an adult PCD case with compound heterozygous mutations of DNAH5.

Case Report
A 33-year-old non-smoking woman had a chronic cough and purulent sputum. She had been found to have situs inversus at five years old. She had had a productive cough since childhood and had experienced bacterial pneumonia on repeated occasions for the past five years. She had been married for three years and had no children.

On a physical examination, she was afebrile. Her blood pressure was 126/90 mmHg, pulse rate 112/min, respiratory rate of 15 times/min and O₂ saturation of 98% with room air. On a cardiovascular examination, heart beats were audible at the right side of the chest. A respiratory examination revealed coarse crackles in both lungs. An initial investigation revealed a white cell count of 8,670/μL and a C-reactive protein level of 1.10 mg/dL.

The saccharin test, which measures the duration until saccharin is tasted in the mouth after its deposition on the inferior turbinate, took longer than 60 minutes. In sputum culture, Escherichia coli was identified. Chest X-ray (posteroanterior view) showed a cardiac shadow at the right side and bronchiectasis with fibrotic bands in lower field of both sides (Fig. 1). Chest computed tomography (CT) showed bronchiectasis and bronchial wall thickening changes prominently in the lower lobes of both lungs (Fig. 2). Abdominal
CT confirmed situs inversus totalis, paranasal sinus CT showed bilateral mucosal thickening of both maxillary antra, suggesting chronic sinusitis. Spirometry showed a forced vital capacity (FVC) of 1.40 L (43.5% of predicted), forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV₁) of 0.91 L (32.5% of predicted) and an FEV₁/FVC ratio of 63.6%. She was found to have otitis media with effusion on an otolaryngological examination. Based on these findings, she was diagnosed with Kartagener’s syndrome.

Given her history of repeated respiratory infections, situs inversus and physical examination findings, we suspected her of having primary ciliary dyskinesia and decided to proceed with the diagnosis according to certain guidelines. We used the European Respiratory Society (ERS) guidelines for the diagnosis of PCD and an international registry for PCD as a reference (5, 6). However, the ERS guidelines algorithm required several further evaluations in addition to a clinical symptom assessment. First, we needed to evaluate the nasal nitric oxide (nNO) and perform a high-speed video analysis (HSVA). Unfortunately, we were unable to examine the nNO level, but the fractional exhaled nitric oxide was under 5 ppb. An HSVA showed a loss of ciliary motion. We then had to perform transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This examination of a respiratory epithelial biopsy sample revealed a defect of ODA in the cilia (Fig. 3A). We then performed genetic testing of her peripheral blood by the method reported by Takeuchi et al. (4). We analyzed her genes using Sanger sequencing and a next-generation sequencing panel of 32 genes. She had compound heterozygous mutations in exon 55 of DNAH5 (NM_001369.2 c.9365delT p.Leu3122Ter) and in exon 34 of DNAH5 (NM_001369.2 c.5563_5564insA p.Ile1855fs) (Fig. 4). No mutations were found in the other 31 genes. It was impossible to obtain blood for a gene analysis from her parents, but they had no clinical findings suggestive of PCD. Of note, her sister also had situs inversus and a history of repeated episodes of respiratory tract infection. We therefore suspected that the patient was compound heterozygous. The international registry required a positive clinical presentation and consistent
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PCD is a rare genetically heterogeneous disorder that is predominantly an autosomal-recessive inherited disorder. It is associated with structural and functional abnormalities of motile cilia and characterized by recurrent upper and lower airway infection.

Cilia have microtubule-based cytoskeletons called cilia axonemes and are characterized by a typical ‘9+2’ structure, consisting of nine outer microtubule doublets and a central pair of microtubules (Fig. 3B). The cilia proteome has been determined to contain more than 1,000 different proteins. In PCD, genetic defects in ciliary proteins have been found in over 250 species. Several recent studies have been conducted on PCD-associated genes. A total of 39 PCD-associated genes have been identified, and around 65% PCD patients have been found to have biallelic mutations (1, 2). The earliest reported PCD-associated genes were DNAI1 and DNAH5, which encode a component of ODA, and several dysmotile strains of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii with axonemal structures similar to human cilia have been reported (8, 9). DNAH5 is located in the genomic region with 79 exons and alternative exon 1, spanning 250 kb, and it encodes an axonemal heavy dynein chain of ODA. DNAH5 is associated with the activity of ATPase and microtubule motor proteins. Mutations in DNAH5 genes can be found in approximately 15%-24% of all PCD cases among Caucasians. However, there are few reports of genetic mutation analyses in Japanese cases of PCD. Our patient had PCD with DNAH5 compound heterozygous mutations. One of the mutations of this case, c.9365delT, is a nonsense mutation caused by a defect in T at nucleotide position 9365 of the coding sequence of the gene, resulting in the leucine codon at position 3122 being changed to a stop codon. Green: Adenine (A). Black: Guanine (G). Red: Thymine (T). Blue: Cytosine (C).

**Discussion**

PCD is a rare genetically heterogeneous disorder that is predominantly an autosomal-recessive inherited disorder. It is associated with structural and functional abnormalities of motile cilia and characterized by recurrent upper and lower airway infection.

The present case was found to have PCD with an ODA defect. PCD with an ODA defect is easy to detect by electron microscopy, but the detection of PCD with an IDA defect or others is difficult. There are few reported cases of an isolated IDA defect, and disease-causing mutations resulting in an isolated IDA defect have yet to be identified (10). O’Callaghan found that a patient whose initial results suggested PCD with an IDA defect or radial spoke defect had no abnormality after retesting (11). We must therefore interpret the results of electron microscopy carefully and conduct diagnostic tests multiple times if possible.
Treatment of PCD has not been standardized due to the lack of randomized controlled trials. The goal of treatment is the early detection of the disease and maintenance of the lung function by the prevention of exacerbation. However, it is difficult to diagnose PCD by reliable non-invasive diagnostic tests in some cases, so genetic tests can be useful. Recently, whole-exon sequencing was performed in a case of PCD to diagnose and identify new PCD-associated genes (3, 4, 12, 13). Genetic tests are expected to become the preferred diagnosis approach for PCD in the future. If gene analyses become more widely performed, then the need for gene-based treatment would thus be expected to increase.
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